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Student's Workshop
Be Emotional Smart - Managing Emotions
RDPS

GLH

21* August 2017 ,2hours
IX and X (A-E)
Student's Workshop

,Y

OBJ ECTIVES:

. To help the students develop their personal resources and avoid stress O'rerdraft

. To help students avoid negative stress whilst enhancing positive experiences.

. To develop a balanced lifestyle in order to control stress in the long term'

DESCRIPTION, .
The greatest weapon against stress is our ability to choose one thought over another.

-William Jamesz

Adolescence is a new birth, for the higher and more complete human traits, are born. It is that time

of transition where we begin to introduce a lot of new things to our children. It is a period of an

emotional gpheaval and our children need love, support, and patience to step into the most crucial

time of their lives. Keeping the same perspective in mind, RDPS organized students Workshop on

,,Be Emotional Smarr - Managing Emorions" by lrliss Vandana iancio f#"*J;*,;:,5 of the

workshop was to apprise students to build a positive approach towards life. The workshop covered

various issues that every student faces in Adolescence age like accepting others'opinion, criticism

by people, judgmental thinking, not having empathy and not being grateful for the small things in

life. The orator elucidated the students about how can they have empathy towards different people,

how can they be grateful for small things in their lives. The speaker also enlightened on how they

:;hould manage their stress and told them how io handle any difficult situation and the utmost

positive manner. one of the major issue faced by today's generation is the inclination towards

alcohol, sm0king and the side effects of the same, the session covered various topics which helped

the students to introspect themselves and speak freely on what they feel about the same thing. The

:;ession encled with a question-answer round where students asked a various question based on the

issue they lrave been facing. Under an umbrella the session was a huge success. It will definitely

help students in the near future.
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